SECURING MEGA EVENTS WITH LEADING EDGE TECHNOLOGY
Safety & Security
High profile sporting events, music festivals, pop concerts and
other mega events pose a significant security risk. The volume of
people, the crowded environment and media coverage at such
events are an alluring target for criminals, hooligans and terrorists.
As such, the associated operational, safety and security
management characteristics present numerous risks and threats
that must be realized and addressed.

The Challenge
The implications of such risks pose serious challenges.
Predictive assessment capabilities, along with advanced realtime data analysis tools and stakeholder collaboration, will
ensure that risks are mitigated, for the safety and well-being of
participants and visitors.

Our mission is to provide a safe and
secure operational environment
without compromising spectators
positive event experience
 Pick pocketing
 Ticket fraud
 Vandalism

RISKS

Successful events require that each operational component,
functions flawlessly and cohesively with all the others.

Our Solution

As a leading security and intelligence company Spire offers a
comprehensive operational solution for complex security
situations. Using proven methodologies and advanced software
technology, all operational under a unified and central command
& control management system.
Our ground breaking modular software technology, provides
unrivalled flexibility, that means it can be adapted to meet
exacting requirements, quickly, efficiently and with excellence.

TERROR

CRIME

 Suicide attacks
 Stand-off shootings
 Bomb threats

OPERATIONS

 Power blackout
 Sabotage
 Comms breakdown

SAFETY

www.spiresec.com

 Fire
 Riots
 Crowd bottlenecks

SECURING MEGA EVENTS WITH LEADING EDGE TECHNOLOGY
Our Technology: Command & Control
Our advanced mPrest software has the ability to monitor live real-time situations across multiple
areas and access points; it warns, recommends and manages the required actions.
Successfully used across the world at several formula one venues and numerous stadium events,
we have created and refined our holistic security solution that can be designed specifically for each
clients individual needs.
Our flexible system can be used in many different ways; controlling and monitoring movement
through secure access points, regulating who, where & when, fast scanning number plate
recognition, as well as under vehicle inspection systems. A unique feature is the ability to mine into
cyber and governmental intelligence providing facial identification that recognises known high-risk
individuals. Also simultaneous viewing and recording live images of multiple sites with live playback
of video surveillance, each client’s needs will be fully accessed, agreed and delivered.
VIDEO
SUVEILLANCE

ACCESS
CONTROL

X-RAY & METAL
DECTECTION

Decades of security experience, a
proven track record and a cutting
edge technological solution make
Spire an ideal security partner for
any event.

Highly experienced
team of security experts

Full end-to-end
service capability

Cost efficient

 Integrates all multiple sensors in
operation
 Creates accurate real-time picture at
control centre
 Immediate warning raised from potential
risk factor

Fast development
time

Scalable and flexible
software platform

Proven and
tested in field

 Executes appropriate action response

FIRE ALARM
SYSTEMS

GATE
MANAGEMENT

PERIMETER
PROTECTION

Delivering innovative security solutions to complex situations
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